
SCOTTISH TRADES UNION CONGRESS 

GENERAL COUNCI! 

CC/GS/PW 

23 August 1995 

Mr Andrew Cowe 
Chief Executive 
North Lanarkshire Council 
PO Box 14 
civic Centre 
MOTHERWELL 
ML1 1TW 

Dear Mr Cowe 

RESOLUTIONS ON "SCOTTISH EDUCATION" AND "TEACHER EMPLOYMENT" 
ADOPTED AT THE 1995 ANNUAL SCOTTISH TRADES UNION CONGRESS 

At the 98th Annual Scottish Trades Union Congress, held in Perth 
in April of this year, the attached resolutions on llScottish 
Educationt1 and "Teacher Employment11 were adopted. 

The General Council of the Scottish TUC would very much welcome 
any observations which your Authority may wish to make on the 
terms of these resolutions and action called for. 

Thank you for your  attention to this matter. I look forward to 
hearing from you. 

Yours sincerely 

Campbell Christie 
GENERAL SECRETARY CHAIR 
Encs 
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. AMENDED RESOLUTION N0.105 

" S c 0 " I S H  EDUCATION" 

"That this Congress notes with concern the threat to educational 
provision in Scotland from swingeing cuts in local authority 
revenue at a time of far-reaching reorganisation of the service. 

"Congress notes that education and other services are already 
under considerable pressure because of a history of cuts and 
starving of finance over the last fifteen years. 

"Congress views with alarm the fact that cuts in Grant Aided 
Expenditure could mean local authorities making cuts of yet more 
millions of pounds to avoid rate-capping, and that this would be 
at the expense of much needed non-statutory provision such as 
pre-five education, enhanced learning support and support for 
areas of social deprivation. 

llCongress also notes that higher education in Scotland faces cuts 
resulting from successive years of reduction in the unit of 
resource for teaching and views with concern the impact of recent 
capping of student numbers on access to higher education. 

"Congress calls on the General Council to resist these cuts in 
services, which may otherwise lead to compulsory redundancies 
aizong teacfiir.7 2nd non-teaching staff in the education service, 
and to work with the education Unions to build a campaign to 
protect educational provision and resist Government cutbacks.11 
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* I .  

RESOLUTION NO. 106 

"TEA- LOYWENT" 

"That this Congress expresses the gravest of concerns at the 
shocking waste of teaching skills caused by the failure of so 
many trainedteachers to obtain employment in the year following 
graduation. Congress notes that over 50% of secondary graduates 
and over 40% of primary graduates had failed to obtain teaching 
work over 9 months after they had graduated. 

'!Congress believes that the deeply flawed system of advice on 
numbers of student teachers is giving unsustainable hope to many 
young people, and calls for a complete review of the system of 
assessing the number of trainee teachers." 

. . ,' 
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